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References/resources:

“For the Henrietta La cks Family, It’s a Matter of Who Gets to Tell Their Story”
Ronda Racha Penrice. April 22, 2017, The Root
“For Ron and his father, the issue remains self-determination. Their concern is that history is repeating itself. Just as Henrietta had no say in donating her cells, it appears that her family is not in control of her legacy.”

“Your Cells. Their Research. Your Permission?”
“They believe tissue research is important, but they wish they’d been asked permission from the start, to avoid difficulties that followed: the shock of learning they were part of research, debates over who controlled samples, questions over profits.”

“Henrietta Lacks’ Story is a Powerful Lesson that Patients Deserve Full Control of Their Genetic Data”
Ken Deutsch April 26, 2017 ACLU Blog
“But with the support of the ACLU, I have joined with others to make sure that patients can get the full results of their genetic tests in a format we can share with researchers. Patients should have the same rights to our genetic information as we do to other types of health information, so that we can make decisions about our own care as well as contribute our data to research if we so choose.”

“HeLa publication brews bioethical storm”
Ewen Callaway. March 27, 2013 Nature
“Genome of controversial cell line no longer public, but another sequence is in the works.”

“Radiolab Extra: Henrietta Lacks”
This Radiolab podcast episode features interviews with Rebecca Skloot and members of the Lacks family.
http://www.radiolab.org/story/radiolab-extra-henrietta-lacks/

“Lessons from HeLa Cells: The Ethics and Policy of Biospecimens.”
This review paper includes helpful context on recent national discussions about human biomedical research regulations, including the possibility of requiring informed consent for all research involving biospecimens (including “deidentified” biospecimens).
Discussion Questions:

While undergoing treatment for cervical cancer at Johns Hopkins Hospital in 1951, Henrietta Lacks’ clinical tissue samples were passed on to a researcher without her or her family’s knowledge or permission. However disturbing this seems to us now, this was common practice at the time (Beskow, 2016). The HeLa cell lines went on to undergird significant scientific discoveries of vast public health significance.

- How does the HeLa story affect how we think about the tradeoffs between individual autonomy and public benefit of scientific research?
- How would the HeLa story have played out differently if the identity of the donor cells had remained anonymized?

In 2013, scientists published the full genome sequence of HeLa cells. The sequence was quickly removed from a public archive after bioethics concerns were raised. After seeing the film, how do you respond to this incident?

In September 2015, the federal government published a plan for updating the Common Rule, the regulatory framework for human subjects research first established in 1974. Under existing laws, research involving de-identified biospecimens generally does not require informed consent from the original donor. The 2015 proposed updates would have changed this, requiring informed consent for research uses of all bio specimens. The regulation, passed in January 2017, ultimately did not include this change.

- Do you think it would have been preferable if this change had been passed in the updated Common Rule? What costs and benefits would it have imposed on researchers? On patients and research participants?

In a recent interview (The New York Times, April 19, 2017) Skloot talks about the awkwardness of inserting herself into the story of the Lacks family while still trying to adhere to journalistic ethical standards (e.g. the prohibition on paying money to story subjects). What roles do journalists play in telling the stories they report? What constitutes appropriate journalistic distance?

The movie makes references to profits from medical breakthroughs and from selling/distribution of HeLa cells. How does the potential for profit in medical research impact how we view medical samples? Who should profit from medical research?

Several scenes reference the family’s interpretation of how Henrietta’s cells are used in research and the medical breakthroughs that resulted from this research. We also see interactions between the family and scientists/doctors. What do these scenes tell us about how medical research is communicated? How do philosophical differences between how scientists and non-scientists view biological samples impact these interactions? How do existing societal power dynamics (e.g. race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, social class, education level) affect these interactions?